Fallbrook Golf Club, LLC
LOCAL RULES
U.S.G.A Rules govern all play except where modified by the following local rules:
Out of bounds: Defined by WHITE stakes. Driving range is OB. (Rule 27: Stroke &
Distance penalty)
Immovable Obstructions: Restrooms, sprinkler heads, power poles, chain link fences,
surfaced cart paths, staked trees and all yardage posts.
All Drainage ditches: Rule 26 will apply on all channels
Rule 33/8b applies. [There is no relief (free drop) from a water hazard}
Abnormal Ground conditions: Casual water, burrowing animal holes, their cases or
runways, material piled for removal, hole made by greens keeper, deep ruts made by
maintenance equipment and other ground under repair(GUR), GUR usually designated
by white lines encircling area (Rule 25-2 for relief, no penalty).
Embedded ball: Anywhere ‘through the green’ a ball embedded in its own pitch-mark in
ground (other than loose sand) is an embedded ball. (Rule 25-2 for relief, no penalty).
Power lines: Balls hitting wires(s) crossing course MUST be replayed (without penalty).
Maintenance Roads: Nearest relief without penalty.
Lost ball: There is Stroke and distance penalty (Rule 27).
Provisional Ball: If a ball MAY be lost OUTSIDE a water/lateral hazard, or MAY be
OB, to save time, a player may play another provisionally. Rule 27-2 for procedure. No
penalty.
Preferred Lies: Widespread adverse conditions throughout the course may warrant the
use of ‘preferred lies/winter rules’. When conditions warrant such ‘local rules’, the
Starter will post a notice.
Players MAY lift (in fairway only), clean and place their ball within six inches of
where it initially lay, no closer to the hole, without penalty. After the ball
has been so placed, it is in play, and if it moves after the player has addressed it,
the penalty shall be one stroke.
Between the play of two holes, a player shall NOT PLAY ANY PRACTICE
STROKE(s) on or near the putting surface of the hole last played.
When hitting from East #1 WHITE tee, the ball MUST come to rest on the far side of
Gird Road to be in play – stroke & distance.

